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because of his origin. Recognition by the father is accomplished
by the simple process of notifying the local registrar that the
child is one's own—in other words, by acknowledgment before an
authorized official.
So thoroughly accustomed are the Japanese people to this practice
of easily legitimating an illegitimate child that they see no reason
why it should not be applied to international affairs. Manchukuo,
conceived in dishonour and born in disgrace, is to be made a full-
fledged, respectable member of the family of nations by the simple
process of recognition by the father !
Diaries to me are a great blessing, for the spice of life is its details,
and letters seldom paint more than an impressionistic picture ; even
a regular correspondent seldom takes up the tale just where it was left
off, and individual lives, especially of those who are close to us, furnish
the most absorbing of all stories. The inimitable letters of my father-
in-law, Thomas Sergeant Perry, were the nearest approach to a diary
of any correspondent, and I always miss them. My daughters Lilla
and Anita, in their letters, are very faithful, too. Diaries, to be human,
must inevitably be indiscreet. Through nearly thirty years my own
literary indiscretions have never come back to plague us.
I return to political questions. The Japanese press, probably on
the principle that the wish is father to the thought, predicts the early
dissolution of the League of Nations, for the following reasons :
 (1)	The United States and Russia have not joined the League
and there is no prospect of the former doing so.   Therefore Great
Britain and France are in favour of dissolution and the establishment
of another international organ in which the United  States will
participate.
 (2)	Great Britain has shown lack of zeal in supporting the League,
and Ramsay MacDonald believes that international problems should
be settled by direct negotiation.
 (3)	The activities of the League regarding Far Eastern questions
are worthless, and Japan threatens to withdraw if the League tries to
enforce its Covenant upon her.
 (4)	If France should bring pressure on Germany through the
League, the latter would withdraw.   Italy would follow suit in sym-
pathy with Germany, followed by Hungary, Austria, and Bulgaria.
 (5)	The League has shown weakness in the Chaco question between
Bolivia and Paraguay.
 (6)	The impending resignation of Sir Eric Drummond and the
question of expenditures are contributory causes.
This is an interesting discussion and furnishes food for thought. I
do not know whether the dissolution of the League is being seriously
considered, but much water has flowed over the dam since the
Covenant was adopted ; its weaknesses and disadvantages have been
shown up by practical experience. To-day, with the existence of
the Kellogg Pact, a general revamping, to which the United States

